The morphology of individual neurons is useful to study structures and functions of nervous system. Researchers have invented many semi or fully automatic tracing methods to efficiently generate a reconstruction from a single neuron. Different tracing methods have different design principles, and could produce different reconstructions. However, the "common substructures" of various reconstructions, called morphological motifs, should be highly reliable. In this work, we propose a Vaa3D based framework to explore morphological motifs of 3D reconstructions from a single neuron. The framework contains four steps: (1) resampling and sorting each reconstruction according to a standard reconstruction, such as a gold standard reconstruction, consensus reconstruction or a certain reliable reconstruction; (2) applying local alignment algorithm for each pair of the standard reconstruction and a reconstruction, or each pair of two reconstructions; (3) constructing overlaps based on selected points in local alignment pairs; (4) obtaining morphological motifs by post-processing these overlaps. Under the proposed framework, three methods were implemented and tested on a dataset of 73 fruitfly neurons released by the BigNeuron project (http://bigneuron.org), which contains a gold standard reconstruction, a consensus reconstruction and about 40 automatic reconstructions for each neuron. We quantitatively evaluated these three methods to choose reliable morphological motifs.
Introduction
The structure and function of neurons are useful for understanding the working mechanism of brains. Neuronal morphology is a major indicator for investigating neuronal structure and function, which is determined by a number of factors, including physical and biological constraints and requirements of axonal, dendritic, and network functionn 1 . In neuroscience, it is important to accurately trace, or reconstruct, a neuron's 3D morphology. One major task of the US BRAIN Project and the European Human Brain Project is reconstruction and aggregation of neuronal morphologies on scales up to the whole rodent brain. The reconstruction of a neuron's morphology or tracing a neuron has been in practice for one century since the time of Santiago Ramóny Cajal. So far, researchers have invented many semi or fully automatic tracing methods to efficiently generate a reconstruction from a neuron. Since the morphology of neurons is so complex that any two neurons of any species have different morphologies, and the digital image of neurons is always polluted by more or less noises, it is difficult to find a tracing method which performs very well for all different types of neurons or every part of the same neuron. But for a neuron, the "common substructures" of reconstructions generated by many tracing methods with different design principles should have a high degree of reliability, and can be adopted directly. We introduce a framework to define these "common substructures" of reconstructions of a neuron, and propose three exploring methods.
In the past five decades, many computational methods and tools based on the help of computers have been developed for digital reconstruction of neurons from images 2, 3, 4 . Especially, two memorabilia were held to promote the research of automatic tracing SmartScope2 23 , M-AMST 24 and so on.
However, automatic tracing methods developed for different application scenarios and based on different models and strategies typically have varying performance, especially while being used on neuron images of variable quality and different species 8 . Because most of these methods have not been directly cross-tested thoroughly, it is unclear which methods are best matched with different imaging modalities or datasets 7 . Even if there exists a best automatic tracing method, it is hard to guarantee its reconstruction for a neuron is good everywhere. One method might perform well at some parts of the image and another method might be good at other parts. For the image of a neuron, reconstructions generated by different methods always have some similar parts and dissimilar parts.
These similar parts reflect a high degree of agreement that many methods with different models or strategies reach. Therefore, it is reasonable to suppose that these similar parts are good substructures for tracing the neuron's morphology. We call these similar parts morphological motifs of reconstructions of different methods. Morphological motifs can be used to generate a gold standard reconstruction of a neuron. In practice, in order to obtain morphological reconstruction with high-accuracy, neuronal reconstructions are often still made or checked segment by segment manually by human experts with the help of computers. Morphological motifs can be omitted in the manual tracing or checking course.
Actually, common substructures in morphologies of different neurons are called motifs in computational biology. Wan et al.
developed BlastNeuron to compare neurons in terms of their global appearance, detailed arborization patterns, and topological similarity 25 . The local alignment of BlastNeuron is able to find the corresponding branches or sub-structure of neuron morphologies for a pair of the tightly connected neurons, and pinpoints structure motifs of two similar neurons. But morphological motifs of much more than two reconstructions of a neuron need to be redefined and studied further. In addition, there is the definition of topological motifs of reconstructions of different neurons 1, 26 . Gillette and Ascoli 1 decomposed the neuron topology into sequences of branching patterns, 3 and then proposed a method to compare neuron structures using sequence alignment. The method is able to identify the difference in branching patterns in dendritic and axonic arbors and extracting common topological "motifs" in the structure 1, 25 . Topological motifs use only topology of neurons and its aim is to find common topological structure in different neurons, but morphological motifs is based on geometry of reconstructions and its goal is exploring common geometric morphology hidden in various reconstructions.
Method and Results
Overview of the framework. Fig. 1 . Taking a standard reconstruction (it may be a gold standard reconstruction, a consensus reconstruction or just a good tracing reconstruction) and all reconstructions generated by various tracing algorithms as input, our framework does some pre-processing for standardization at first, and constructs local alignment pairs between any two of reconstructions by the local alignment algorithm in BlastNeuron 25 (step S1 in Fig. 1 ). Then, local alignment pairs are pruned (step S2
in Fig. 1 ) and overlapping points are obtained (step S3 in Fig. 1 ). Finally, they are connected to a tree-like morphological structure and post-processed to give morphology motifs (step S4 in Fig. 1 ).
Pre-processing reconstructions. Neuron tracing algorithms use different methods and generate quite different reconstructions, which might be good or rather bad, especially for complex neuron morphological structures of different kinds of neuron dataset. It is necessary to implement some pre-processing steps for standardizing all reconstructions and remove some unreasonable results.
Pre-processing steps contain resampling, sorting and filtering, which can be carried out by running corresponding plugins of 
where is the node number of the ith reconstruction, and are the average and standard deviation of node numbers of all reconstructions.
Generating local alignment pairs. The local alignment algorithm which compares neurons' morphology locally at the compartment level is the most important component of BlastNeuron 25 . It finds the corresponding relationship of segments in two reconstructions by matching their topology and geometry and plays a key role in our framework.
The inputs of the local alignment algorithm are two neuron reconstructions (denoted by A and B, respectively) having tree-topology structures. Both reconstructions are firstly normalized to the same center location in 3D space by using resampling and PCA (Principal Component Analysis) method, and then the algorithm constructs a Euclidean distance matrix of each point of A to all S1: local alignment algorithm S2: pruning alignment pairs S3: constructing overlaps S4: post-processing reconstruction", the standard reconstruction will be used one time for each of other reconstruction. While defining the overlapping areas of local alignment pairs, overlaps might be defined on the standard reconstruction or center points of line segments connecting local alignment pairs. We denote these two cases by "reference manner" and "mean manner". Since "all reconstructions" case could not match to "reference manner", we have total three cases according to different combination of "standard reconstruction", "all reconstructions", "reference manner" and "mean manner". As showed in Table 1 , three methods corresponding to these three cases are abbreviated to SR, SM and AM, respectively. Matched local alignment pairs found by BlastNeuron consist of line segments between two nodes on corresponding to two reconstructions, the shorter the better matching. We discard these pairs with length larger than a given threshold and discuss two defining manners of overlaps only on remained short pairs. For SR method, a given standard reconstruction is used to find local alignment pairs and each matched local alignment pair has a node on the standard reconstruction. That node is used to represent the corresponding local alignment pair. As shown in Fig. 2 (a) , standard, A and B are the standard reconstruction and other two reconstructions. A red-filled circle represents a local alignment pair.
The distance between two local alignment pairs is calculated by the Euclidean distance between their representative nodes on the standard reconstruction (red-filled circles). For two local alignment pairs corresponding to two reconstructions, if their distance is less than a given threshold (called neighbor distance threshold in experiments), their representative nodes are put into the overlapping set of these two reconstructions. For a given threshold number n (called count number threshold in experiments), if a representative point belongs to the overlaps of at least n pairs of reconstructions, the node is put in the final overlaps of all reconstructions.
For SM method, the center point of the line segment of a local alignment pair is taken as its representative point. As shown in Fig.   2 (b), green-filled squares represent local alignment pairs of between a reconstruction and standard, respectively. Then we estimate the radius of each representative point in the original light-microscopic image of the neuron. In Fig.2 For AM method, there is no standard reconstruction, and representative points of local alignment pairs can be found as SM method, as shown in Fig. 2 (c) . Based on these representative points, the overlapping points of two pairs of reconstructions in AM method and the final overlaps of all reconstructions are defined as SR method.
Post-processing overlaps. All points in overlaps constructed by SR method are selected from nodes of the standard reconstruction, so they can be processed efficiently. But for SM and AM methods, overlaps points are selected from center points of line segments of local alignment pairs. There might be too many near points in the overlaps, so we estimate these points' radii and trim those points covered by other points in the overlaps. Post-processed overlapping points compose the skeleton of the final morphological structure. We reconnect them into tree-like structures and estimate the nodes' radii using the light-microscopic image of a single neuron. To generate meaningful morphological motifs, we sort these select points to produce some trees, estimate each node's radius on these trees and remove short trees (with no more 3 nodes). For each neuron, its gold standard reconstruction and consensus reconstruction were taken as the standard reconstruction in SR method, and denoted by SRG and SRC, respectively. Its consensus reconstruction was taken as the standard reconstruction in SM method, and its APP2 reconstruction was used to pre-process other reconstructions in AM method. So with a given group of parameters in each method, we obtained four morphological motifs of these reconstructions by implementing the proposed framework.
These four results for a neuron and its raw image were illustrated in the second line of Fig. 3 . In these subfigures, image background is the gray image of a neuron, and green lines are morphological motifs corresponding to different methods. These morphological motifs are "common" parts of many reconstructions, and have high reliability.
Morphological motifs generated by different methods with different parameters. The framework with different methods or with same methods but different parameters generated different morphological motifs for a same group of reconstructions.
To investigate these differences, we implemented the framework with each method (or each standard reconstruction) under several different groups of parameters. Six groups of parameters for SR method and three groups of parameters for SM method and AM method were implemented. For SR method, the neighbor distance threshold was set to 3 and 5, and the count number threshold was set to 4, 6 and 8. Morphological motifs denoted by SRG_3_4 and SRC_3_4 are results of SR method while taking the gold standard reconstruction and consensus as the standard reconstruction respectively, 3 as the neighbor distance threshold and 4 as the count number threshold. For SM method and AM method, the count number threshold was set to 12, 15 and 18. The left three columns of Fig.   4 illustrate morphological motifs generated by three methods and three groups of parameters for a fruitfly neuron. It can be seen that for a method, the larger the neighbor distance threshold is or the smaller the count number threshold is, the more nodes morphological motifs have. To quantitatively investigate differences between motifs generated by different methods, four distance measures were calculated for morphological motifs in Fig. 4 and motifs of 73 neurons' reconstructions. They are entire-structure-average from neuron 1 to 2 (ESA_12), entire-structure-average from neuron 2 to 1 (ESA_21), different-structure-average (DSA) and percent of different-structure (PDS) 31 , and are functions of a neuron distance plugin in Vaa3D. The bar graph of these distances between the SRG based motifs and other three motifs in each row of Fig. 3 were plotted in the last column of Fig.3 . We calculated these distances between gold standard reconstructions based morphological motifs and other motifs, and their means on 73 fruitfly neurons were plotted in Fig. 5 , where gold denotes results of SR method while taking the gold standard reconstruction as the standard reconstruction and SRC denotes results of SR method while taking consensus reconstruction as the standard reconstruction. The smaller these scores are, the more similar gold standard reconstructions based motifs and other motifs are. From Fig. 5 , we can see that consensus reconstructions based motifs SRC_3_4 and SRC_5_4 are relatively more similar to gold reconstructions based motifs. That is to say, for this dataset, if we do not have gold reconstructions, we may use results of SRC_3_4 and SRC_5_4 to substitute its motifs. But for other datasets, which method and which parameters we should select while implementing the framework still need more investigations.
Discussions
We developed a software pipeline to implement three different methods for finding morphological motifs of reconstructions.
Morphological motifs are similar and common substructures among multiple reconstructions, and are highly reliable parts of multiple automatic tracing approaches with different models or methods. For a large neuron image, we obtained many reconstructions by implementing all kinds of automatic tracing approaches, and then found their morphological motifs using our framework and methods.
These motifs can be used without manual checking while constructing a gold standard reconstruction for the neuron.
The overall motifs might consist of several broken segments with unequal length, and motifs produced by different methods are different. SR method based motifs depend more on the given standard reconstruction and are always bigger than motifs of SM method and AM method. AM method is independent of standard reconstruction and only utilizes all kinds of automatic tracing results. It uses least intervention of human factors in our framework, but its running time is too long. For n reconstructions, we calculated n×(n-1) pairs of local alignment pairs, and only selected about 3% (20) pairs to construct their overlaps. A better manner for reducing its time complexity is to be considered.
While visually checking morphological motifs for these 73 fruitfly neurons, we find that all their motifs coincide with their skeleton or morphology structure and mainly locate at simple neuronal segments, which are relatively easy to reconstruct for most tracing methods. Especially for SM method and AM method, the final motifs almost only locate at the trunk of neuronal trees and have few branches. Image regions containing multiple branches are difficult to tracing their structures and different tracing methods generate quite different results. It is impossible to count on that a tracing method can perform well everywhere in these complex regions, so tracing results at these regions should be checked carefully or reconstructed by human experts.
Some neurons of same category have similar morphology, and morphological motifs of reconstructions for different neurons might contain some special morphology features of that kind of neurons. Though location difference of reconstructions for multiple neurons may be settled by translation, rotation and other pre-processing, morphological motifs of multiple neurons might be very small.
Local structures of multiple neurons are quite different and local alignment pairs are too strict to evaluate. This results in that our framework has not enough local alignment pairs as its input. Some more sophisticated characterization of local similar structure might be the solution of the issue, but it needs to be studied further.
